
Before you step on board or after you 
disembark, overnight in culturally rich, 
tropical San José del Cabo, Mexico.

Extend Your 
Sea of Cortés 
Adventure Cruise

Things to See & Do San José del Cabo, Mexico
The town of San José del Cabo sits on the southern tip of Baja California Sur, an area first explored by Europeans when Hernan 

Cortez sailed here in the 1500s. It was a regular stopping point for mariners for several hundred years, as well as for raiding 

pirates. A permanent settlement was officially made in the 1700s when a Jesuit priest established Mission San Jose del Cabo—

and today many of the colonial buildings can still be seen in this picturesque town. 

Vibrant and colorful, San José del Cabo offers much to explore. Art lovers will find inspiration strolling among the many 

galleries. Stepping into the past, history buffs can learn the heritage of the region at historic buildings and museums. Explore 

the estuary, walk along one of the many beaches or get in a round at any one of several world-class golf courses along the 

coast of Los Cabos for outdoor activity and exploration. 

To learn more, visit UnCruise.com/pages/land-packages 

Barcelo Grand Faro Los Cabos 
Exclusive and all-inclusive, this stunning hotel sits along the  

beautiful Sea of Cortés shoreline in San José del Cabo. 

Sweeping views, terraces and a gazebo for morning or evening 

strolls, and inviting spaces make a tranquil experience. Finely-

appointed rooms have private balconies and pampering 

amenities for total comfort. Spend time swimming in one of 

the hotel’s four swimming pools, lounge on a chaise in the  

sand under a colorful beach umbrella, or enjoy delicious 

food and drink at one of the five restaurants and three bars.

Casa Natalia 
This chic, 19 room boutique hotel is located in the historic village  

of San José del Cabo. Set in an oasis of palm trees and tropical 

bougainvillea, the property was designed by a renowned architect  

and features an innovative Mexican-Euro restaurant, full service bar 

and tapas. Guest rooms are uniquely designed and furnished with 

regional Mexican motif and additional onsite features include an  

outdoor palapa lounge with views of the hotel’s cascading waterfalls, 

half-moon swimming pool, and dramatic open flame braziers

2-24-21

Prices are per person and in USD. Guest rooms provide either a king bed or two double beds depending on 
the property. Rates are subject to availability at time of booking. Upgrade rates available. Blackout dates 
may apply. Deposit Payment: A minimum of 50% non-refundable deposit is required at the time of booking. 
Final Payment: Due 60 days prior to stay/beginning of extension. Cancellation Policy: After final payment, 
cancellations for any reason are subject to a penalty. Penalties vary depending on package. Cancellations at 
30 days or less are nonrefundable. 

All  hotel  stays  include: Airport meet & greet; airport/hotel/vessel transfers; accommodations; 
taxes and service fees. 

888-862-8881
UnCruise.com


